Welcome

by Mark Tyrer, Chairman of Cementitious Materials Group

This is the second edition of this Newsletter and I should start by thanking the editorial team for their sterling efforts in preparing the first. Yanfei Yue, Jonathan Backus, Shi Shi and Jun Ren have worked tirelessly on this newsletter and I must report that I have had nothing but praise for their efforts. The response to issue 1 has been very encouraging and on behalf of the Cementitious Materials Group (‘CMG’) at IOM3, I would also like to thank those people who have contacted us with comments and suggestions for future editions. Also, may I take the opportunity to invite contributions from readers, especially events listings, book reviews, recruitment notes, discussions or ‘news and views’.

Plans for our annual Cement and Concrete Science conference (Portsmouth, 2nd & 3rd September) are going well. It is very pleasing to see that once again, the standard of contributions is extremely high, with considerable interest from overseas. Regrettably, this means we cannot possibly accommodate all the papers offered as oral presentations. However, we will offer poster authors the opportunity to say a few words of introduction to their work and urge everyone to attend the poster sessions, where the authors will be available to answer questions. Places are still available, so if you have not yet booked your place, please look at:

http://www.port.ac.uk/departments/academic/sces/ccs2013/

Next year, the group will contribute to the Second Young Researchers’ Forum in Construction Materials to be held at University College London on 19th February 2014. This is an opportunity for post graduates and new appointees to industry to present their work. The event is co-promoted by several institutions: the Institute of Concrete Technology (who are organising the event – contact: raman_mangabhai@o2.co.uk); Mineralogical Society (Applied Mineralogy Group); Society of Chemical Industry (Construction Materials Group) and ourselves (CMG-IOM3). These meetings are deliberately wide in scope, spanning all construction materials and proceedings for the last one are available from the SCI, which gives some idea of the content and format.

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/aim/conference-info/yrf

Finally, a few words on standards. The CMG has recently nominated Jon Knights (http://jkmc.co.uk/) to represent the interests of IOM3 on the British Standards Committee: B/517/1 ‘Concrete production and testing’ to whom I extend our thanks and I look forward to his reports in future. Many other readers will be active in standards committees, codes of practice development and expert working groups, but IOM3 does not keep a register of its members’ interests. It would be useful for us all to know who is active in these areas and I invite you to let us know of your activities at the usual e-mail address:

cmg.iom3.newsletter@gmail.com

If there is sufficient interest, this might form a useful basis for an article in Materials World, but in any case, will be reported here in the future.

I look forward to seeing everyone in Portsmouth.

Mark Tyrer
This image will be familiar to many readers ‘of a certain age’ and is taken from the 1971 film *Get Carter* starring Sir Michael Caine. The imperative to ‘Get Chartered’ (apologies for the play on words) though not as great as it would be at gun point, is no doubt pressing at the back of many of our minds.

Once a graduate enters their chosen profession, the institution(s) of which they are members, will encourage them to maintain a regular Continuing Professional Development (‘CPD’) record and in due course, invite them to apply for higher levels of membership and ultimately (after four years of practice) become Chartered members. There are two drivers for this; keeping up to date with evolving methods, regulations, standards and practice and also adding new skills which will broaden their experience. Once this is sufficient, the member becomes eligible to seek registration as a Chartered Engineer (C.Eng.) Chartered Scientist (C.Sci.) or other chartered practitioner. The route to doing this is rigorously defined by the Engineering Council or the Science Council in the UK, who prescribe to the institutions (known as Licensed Bodies) their particular requirements. Depending on the field in which the applicant works, their experience and qualifications, this will consist of an application form and examples of their work such as client reports, published papers, books, standards, maps, designs or drawings. In addition, some form of examination is usual and in recent years this has commonly been a formal interview conducted by two or more scrutineers appointed by the institute.

All this sounds rather daunting but remember, it is in the interests of the institutions to see their most able members chartered. Consequently, most offer considerable guidance through the application procedure and will appoint a local mentor to advise the applicant of how best to present their work. No awarding body wants applications to fail, so it is common for the mentors to recommend the final stage of the application is made only when the applicant has a strong case for registration.

Is it worth it? That rather depends on who you ask and in what field they work. Engineering in the UK has always had a disproportionately poor image in the eyes of many otherwise intelligent and well informed people. It is a sad truth that too few practitioners in other professions are able to distinguish between a chartered civil engineer and the man digging the road. The same ignorance is commonplace in many companies who corporately describe many of their unskilled and semi-skilled workers as ‘engineers’ whilst demonstrably employing hundreds of chartered engineers! That said, the engineering world maintains a high level of respect for Chartered Engineers and the majority of senior engineers in this country are chartered. In some countries, only people with a similar status have the legal authority to sign for the completion of certain projects, but that stricture seems unlikely to be adopted here. If someone seeks a professional career in engineering, they would be well advised to seek registration when they become eligible.

In science however, the requirements are much more varied as the prevalence of higher degrees is relatively high. It is more common at present to see a job advertisement requiring applicants to have a Ph.D. than to see a specification for someone registered as C.Sci., C.Chem. or C.Geol., for example. Things are changing however. A look through the pile of magazines on my desk, shows several job adverts with just those requirements and it seems likely that as the number of chartered scientists in senior positions increases, then so too will their demand for similarly qualified applicants.

Curiously, the UK academic community has not opted for chartered status as yet and many academics never seek chartership of any sort (although many do) especially in engineering. The Higher Education Academy offers four levels of membership (though not chartership) and in recent years, it has become common for advertisements to require HEA membership, or the willingness of an applicant to acquire it once appointed. The Association for Science Education uniquely offers the designation C.Sci. Teach. in partnership with the Science Council, which is aimed principally at science teachers in the schools and colleges, rather than at University level.
In conclusion, one might ask what is the ‘best’ route to chartership and of course the answer is different for different people. As you are reading this in an IOM3 newsletter, it is very likely that that is the route you will follow, but *Materials, Minerals and Mining* span an enormous field. People who consider themselves to be principally chemists or geologists, might seek their registration with the RSC or GSL, whilst a look at the Science or Engineering Council websites show the wide range of *Awarding Bodies* operating in the UK. Closer to home, the IOM3 offers a range of chartered registration options, reflecting applicants’ experience and field of practice (C.Sci.; C.Eng.; C.Env). Members who regularly work in Europe may additionally seek registration as a ‘Eur.Ing’. -the European Engineer status recognised across 32 European states and administered by FEANI, the European Federation of National Engineering Associations.

If you are considering applying or upgrading your membership, the first port of call should be the IOM3 web pages at:

http://www.iom3.org/content/professional-qualifications

In addition, our membership department (01782 221717) offer help with applications and can generally find someone who can answer questions about chartership applications. Although the process is somewhat involved, you should not be put off making those first important steps.

Mark Tyrer is a Fellow of three institutions and is regularly reminded by each of them, that he never returned his application forms to become chartered. He has recently determined to complete the forms. He also chairs the Cementitious Materials Group at IOM3.

---
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MPA clarifies CE ruling

The Mineral Products Association (MPA) wants to make it clear that, although it is commonly said that CE marking of all construction products became mandatory as of 1 July 2013, this is not the case for ready-mixed concrete and some other construction materials.

The MPA explains that only products with a harmonised standard or European Technical Approval/Assessment can be CE marked. Ready-mixed concrete does not have a harmonised standard and nor is it likely to in the future; therefore it cannot be CE marked. The harmonised European standard for reinforcement is pending, so again will not be CE marked from 1 July.

A listing of all harmonised standards is available here.

The MPA notes that, in most cases, CE marking has little to do with quality. The association recommends purchasing ready-mixed concrete from suppliers with third party accreditation, such as QSRMC or BSI. For assurance of quality reinforcement, the MPA recommends specifying CARES certification.

Click here for general information, a briefing note for engineers and for information on the harmonised standards for concrete.


Cement Sustainability Initiative releases results of GNR 2011

The Cement Sustainability Initiative (CSI) has released data for the 2011 Getting the Numbers Right (GNR) programme. The results reveal that specific net CO$_2$ emissions/t of cementitious material fell by 17% from 756 kg/t in 1990 to 629 kg/t in 2011. Compared to 2010, real improvements in efficiency and emissions can be seen across the board:

1. Gross specific emissions per tonne of cementitious material fell from 654 kg/t in 2010 to 646 kg/t in 2011.
2. Net specific emissions per tonne of cementitious material were reduced from 638 kg/t in 2010 to 629 kg/t in 2011.
4. Specific electricity use (cement) fell from 110 kWh/t in 2010 to 107 kWh/t in 2011.
5. The amount of clinker in cement dropped from 75.9% in 2010 to 75.6% in 2011.
6. Alternative fuel use increased from 12.3% in 2010 to 13.3% in 2011.

The information for 2011 covers 888 million t of cement production (25% of global cement production or 55% of production outside of China). The 2011 data on China covers 106 million t of cement, which accounts for around 5%. In order to ensure that the database is a reliable source of information, 95% of the data is verified independently at participating company level.

This year, GNR also includes country reports on Thailand, Morocco, Philippines and Egypt, which outline emission mitigation initiatives on a national level.

“GNR demonstrates how an effective measuring, reporting and verification system can be developed and managed for and by an entire industry sector. GNR has become established as a valuable source of independently verified emissions data, which is now used globally by the cement industry to improve energy efficiency and further reduce emissions. It is also accessed widely by policy-makers, analysts and other interested stakeholders,” said Philippe Fonta, WBCSD Managing Director.

Scientists discover how to turn liquid cement into liquid metal

Scientists at Argonne National Laboratory (US Department of Energy), together with a team of scientists from Japan, Finland, and Germany, have discovered a way of turning liquid cement into liquid metal.

The team of scientists studied mayenite, a component of alumina cement made of calcium and aluminum oxides. They melted it at temperatures of 2000 °C using an aerodynamic levitator with carbon dioxide laser beam heating. The material was processed in different atmospheres to control the way that oxygen bonds in the resulting glass. The levitator keeps the hot liquid from touching any container surfaces and forming crystals. This let the liquid cool into a glassy state that can trap electrons in the way needed for electronic conduction.

“This new material has lots of applications, including as thin-film resistors used in liquid-crystal displays, basically the flat panel computer monitor that you are probably reading this from at the moment,” said Chris Benmore, who led the research together with Shinji Kohara from Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute/SPRING-8.

This metallic-glass material has positive attributes, including better resistance to corrosion than traditional metal, less brittleness than traditional glass, conductivity, low energy loss in magnetic fields, and fluidity for ease of processing and moulding. Previously, only metals have been able to transition to a metallic glass form. Cement does this by a process called electron trapping, a phenomena only previously seen in ammonia solutions. Understanding how cement joined this exclusive club opens the possibility of turning other solid normally insulating materials into room-temperature semiconductors.

The results were reported this week in the Proceeding of the National Academy of Sciences in the article “Network topology for the formation of solvated electrons in binary CaO–Al₂O₃ composition glasses”. Further details about the project can be found on the Argonne National Laboratory website.

Technical Manager (Concrete Technology)

East Midlands
Attractive Salary + Car & Package
Start Date: ASAP
Duration: Permanent

My Client is a wholly owned subsidiary of one of the UK’s leading landscaping and building materials supplier, they specialise in manufacturing and supplying quality decorative garden and patio landscape products through Builders Merchants, Landscape and Garden Centres.

As a result of a recent internal promotion and the continued development of their business over recent years they wish to further strengthen their management team through the introduction of a concrete specialist to take on the role of Technical Manager. This position will form part of the senior management team reporting directly to the Group Production Director.

As Technical Manager you have a strong knowledge of modern concrete manufacturing as you will be responsible for the technical aspects of delivering business and process improvements and for the implementation of strategic projects in order to reduce manufacturing costs, improve product quality. In addition candidates will have a very thorough understanding of SHE.

Candidates will have a sound understanding of Concrete Technology as they will be involved in the management of the optimisation of all concrete mix designs. Being a six sigma would be an advantage.

Of graduate calibre or equivalent, you must have proven management experience in a similarly fast-paced engineering environment. With strategic vision and personal presence, you must have sound leadership, communication and management skills. Success in this role will result, in time, with additional responsibilities and status.

The role will cover a number of manufacturing plants and therefore requires the successful candidate to travel widely with some nights away on a regular basis.

In return, you can expect every opportunity to make your mark with a company that is determined to lead the way in UK and international markets. Salary and benefits offered will fully reflect our client's expectations and will include where appropriate a relocation package.

Interested?

Then please apply by email with full CV and current salary details. To: John Soulsby, SCA Search & Selection, PO Box 2849, Sutton In Ashfield, Nottinghamshire, NG17 1AA.
Telephone: 01938 811931
E-mail: JohnSoulsby@SCA-Search.com.

Jobs with Hanson

Hanson Cement is a major producer of cement and ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS), a cement replacement in ready-mixed and precast concrete. We are part of Hanson UK, a leading supplier of heavy construction materials and a division of Heidelberg Cement Group.

Operative
Location: Stafford (ST19), Stafford , ST19 5RR
Salary: Unspecified
Date posted: 03/08/2013 18:03
Job type: Permanent
Company: Hanson Group
Contact: James Langley
Ref: Totaljobs/1644
Job ID: 57060851

We are looking to recruit Operatives for our new packed products operation at our Pottal Pool Quarry nr Cannock in Staffordshire.

The position will involve multiple duties that support our production and distribution process. These activities will include operating packing lines to the movement of stock and materials by forklift truck or loading shovel.

Planning Technician
Location: Tinwell, Stamford (PE9) , PE9 3SX
Salary: Unspecified
Date posted: 03/08/2013 18:03
Job type: Permanent
Company: Hanson Group
Contact: Kerry Mason
Ref: Totaljobs/1690
Job ID: 57119766

We have a vacancy for a Planning Technicians based at Ketton. The successful candidate will work within a team responsible for the effective planning of distribution resources at national level. Key business performance will need to be achieved in areas such as on time delivery, own resource utilisation and the control of hired haulage costs. Other requirements include the control of drivers hours and prompt provision of vehicles for service/repairs.

The role demands strong communication and system skills. The successful Technician will need to demonstrate problem solving ability in a pressurised environment. Candidates should have a sound knowledge of and commitment to transport planning systems, as the correct utilisation of the systems in use is key to the success of the operation. You will be required to demonstrate an understanding of appropriate legislation e.g. the EC Road Transport Directive (Drivers hours).

http://www.totaljobs.com/CompanyBrowse/Hanson-Group_Vacancies_c331642.html
**Academic Vacancy**

**Research Associate in Geothermal cements for Deep Borehole Disposal of spent nuclear fuel**

Department of Materials Science and Engineering
University of Sheffield - Faculty of Engineering

**Job Reference Number:** UOS006765  
**Contract Type:** Fixed-term for 36 months  
**Working Pattern:** Full time  
**Salary:** Grade 7 - £28,685 to £33,230 per annum  
**Closing Date:** 18 July 2013

The successful candidate will lead development of a geothermal cement for potential application to the disposal concept for high level nuclear waste. The research programme is funded by EPSRC.

As Research Associate, you will be part of the Deep Borehole research Group, situated in the Department of Materials Science and Engineering. You will report directly to the grant holder, Dr Travis but will also interact with other key members of the deep borehole research group including: Professor Fergus Gibb – a leading pioneer of this disposal concept and Dr Neil Milestone, an international expert on geothermal cements, based in New Zealand.

The research programme will focus on the following:

- Identification and testing of potentially suitable candidate cements from those commercially available.
- Formulation of a new geothermal cement or improvement of an existing cement including extensive property testing (durability, reactivity, setting time, rheology and microstructural analysis).
- Thermodynamic modelling (phase diagrams) and numerical heat flow modelling to determine temperature distributions of down-hole conditions.
- The successful candidate will undertake research predominantly based at Sheffield but will be required to travel to New Zealand in the spring of 2014 and spend 6 months working with Dr Milestone at the IRL where they will be trained in experimental research on geothermal cements and conduct a programme of research.

Applicants should hold or be close to completion of a PhD in an engineering or physical science discipline with experience relevant to the geological disposal of nuclear waste. They should also have a recent background in laboratory skills and must be computer literate.

Interviews and other selection action to take place on 5 August 2013. Full details will be provided to the invited candidates.

You can view the supporting documentation by clicking on **About the Job** and **Apply** to submit your application.

---

**Research Fellow - Civil Engineering**

Queen's University Belfast - School of Planning, Architecture & Civil Engineering

**Ref:** 13/102771

The position is part of an EC/FP7 Marie Curie Industry-Academia Partnership Pathways (IAPP) project entitled 'Development of sustainable, lower carbon, pre-cast concrete infrastructure' to develop significantly lower energy, durable concrete products for future sustainable infrastructure by maximising the inclusion of waste products and to combine with corrosion resistant Fibre Reinforced Polymer (FRP) fibres and rebars which are stronger, lighter and have a lower carbon footprint than equivalent steel rebars. The post is available from 1 October 2013 for 24 months.

**Anticipated interview date:** Tuesday 13th August 2013  
**Salary scale:** £30,424 - £39,649 per annum (including contribution points).

**Closing date:** Monday 5th August 2013

Please click on the 'Apply' and to apply online or alternatively contact the Personnel Department, Queen's University Belfast, BT7 1NN. Telephone (028) 90973044 FAX: (028) 90971040 or e-mail on personnel@qub.ac.uk

The University is committed to equality of opportunity and to selection on merit. It therefore welcomes applications from all sections of society and particularly welcomes applications from people with a disability.

Fixed term contract posts are available for the stated period in the first instance but in particular circumstances may be renewed or made permanent subject to availability of funding.

---

Got something that you’d like to share? Know of any vacancies that you’d like advertised?

We’d welcome any contributions to the newsletter and encourage readers to send in letters for consideration for the newsletter. Send them into cmg.iom3newsletter@gmail.com
KTP Associate Positions (x2) with Pelamis Wave Power, Edinburgh and the Concrete Technology Unit, University of Dundee

**SALARY:** Associate 1 (3 year post, £27k pa) Associate 2 (2 year post, £24k pa)

**JOB DESCRIPTIONS:**

Pelamis Wave Power (PWP) is recognised as the world’s most advanced wave power developer and is the inventor, designer, manufacturer and operator of the Pelamis Wave Energy Converter (WEC). The company wish to develop concrete as the primary construction material for their WEC and, in collaboration with the Concrete Technology Unit (CTU), University of Dundee, are undertaking a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) project to investigate design, construction and manufacturing processes associated with this.

Two associate positions have arisen and will be based jointly within PWP and the CTU.

**KTP Associate 1** will, in conjunction with the academic partner and company design and develop appropriate concrete mixes for the marine offshore wave power applications and develop and implement scale testing regimes for the development of the components of the machine. The candidate will develop models of performance of the different components and identify and support implementation of solutions for joints and end-caps. S/he will embed knowledge in the company on concrete mix design through the transfer of knowledge on concrete performance factor design and testing. This associate will liaise closely with KTP Associate 2 regarding the manufacturing proposals developed.

**KTP Associate 2** will be involved in the practical implementation of concrete as a primary structural material for use in the Pelamis Wave Energy Converter (WEC). The candidate will be expected to assist in providing designs of effective concrete-concrete and concrete-steel connections, transferring knowledge on concrete reinforcement, tensioning and pre-stressing. Through working with KTP Associate 1, the academic team at CTU and the design team at PWP, the candidate will advance designs of these critical interfaces for durability and manufacturability and evaluate section design and manufacturing methods for volume production of optimised large-scale concrete components.

Skills required of the successful candidates:

KTP Associate 1 should ideally be qualified at a post-doctoral level with a PhD in concrete materials/structures and a preferred track record in marine concrete, structural engineering materials/grouts, laboratory physical modelling and experimental design.

KTP Associate 2 should be qualified with a good (1st Class / 2.1) MEng level degree in civil/structural engineering with preferred experience in design and analysis of concrete reinforced/post tensioned structures. Experience of finite element analysis software is also preferred.

Both candidates must:

- be self-motivated and manage work effectively with a degree of autonomy.
- have the flexibility to apply knowledge and experience to develop and innovate.
- have a flexible approach to working within a small highly motivated team.
- demonstrate a capability to undertake the tasks detailed in the job description.

The roles are initially a 36 month (Associate 1) / 24 month (Associate 2) contract. A substantial training budget is provided and employment prospects within the industry beyond the initial contract period are very strong and exciting for the right candidate.

**Closing Date:** 21 August 2013

For further information, and to apply for either of the posts (Ref: ASE0208 or Ref: ASE0209), please visit: [http://www.jobs.dundee.ac.uk/fe/tpl_uod01.asp](http://www.jobs.dundee.ac.uk/fe/tpl_uod01.asp)
Cement and Concrete Science Conference 2013
Monday 2nd and Tuesday 3rd September
Welcome to the 33rd annual Cement and Concrete Science conference, hosted by the School of Civil Engineering and Surveying (SCES), University of Portsmouth.

The conference will provide an opportunity for academic researchers, students and industrialists to meet and discuss their research on topics in: Cement hydration and microstructure, Alternative binders, Concrete durability, Waste re-use and encapsulation using cements and Sustainability issues.

Conference Programme

- Conference Venue
- Conference Dinner
- Accommodation
- Registration

Sponsorship
Sponsorship opportunities are available, including conference sessions, conference dinner and drinks reception, student presentations and poster prizes.

The event has been jointly organised by the University of Portsmouth and Cementitious Materials Group of the Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining.

If you have queries regarding the conference, then please do not hesitate to Contact Us.

See you then……
Prof. Chris Cheeseman

Self-introduction

Chris Cheeseman joined the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Imperial College London in 1990, initially working with Professor Roger Perry. This followed periods in industry with Redland Technology, Morgan Materials Technology and Morgan Matroc. He has a DPhil from Oxford University (high temperature properties of ceramics) and BSc in Physics and Materials Science from the University of Warwick.

Current position and place of work

Chris is now Professor of Materials Resources Engineering and the leader of a major research group working on the beneficial reuse of waste materials and resource efficiency within the Environmental and Water Resource Engineering (EWRE) Section. Chris is also the Director of the PhD Research Programme in the Department.

Main field of interest

The major environmental and social impacts of materials, products and processes are now widely recognised. The focus of my research is on sustainable materials, waste management, resource efficiency and the circular economy. These are key areas of research if we are to achieve more sustainable development and they provide significant opportunities for innovation. Waste management research has developed significantly over recent years. The main emphasis has changed from disposal technologies to beneficial reuse of materials and wastes as resources. This type of interdisciplinary research falls between the more traditional fields of environmental engineering, materials processing, waste recycling and civil engineering and therefore involves collaboration with both industry and other researchers at Imperial and beyond.

Contact: c.cheeseman@imperial.ac.uk

Charikleia Spathi

After graduating from the National Technical University of Athens in Greece with a MEng in Chemical Engineering, I completed a Master’s in Environmental Engineering and Business Management at Imperial College London (ICL). I am currently in the second year of my PhD, which is funded by EPSRC and PIRA International under the supervision of Professor Chris Cheeseman and Dr Luc Vanderperre at ICL. My research activities focus on the development of sustainable, value-added reuse applications for wastepaper sludge ash (WPSA). The principal aim is to develop and optimise an economically viable process for manufacturing lightweight fillers (LWFs).

We are looking forward to meeting you here......
Monthly websites

More information on the Cement and Concrete Group, with a comprehensive links page, can be found at:
http://www.iom3.org/CMC

Materials Science and Engineering Information Gateways
http://www.iom3.org/content/linkmsei

Venue Hire

The Institute offers a range of venue hire options at both its headquarters in London's West End and its new state-of-the-art centre in Grantham.

The Boilerhouse has been transformed by IOM3 with the use of cutting-edge materials into one of the most striking buildings outside London. Located 5 minutes from the A1, the venue features unique spaces, offering different facilities for a wide range of uses including meetings, workshops, conferences and exhibitions.

See the Boiler house website for full details of rooms, rates and capacities.

1 Carlton House Terrace offers a range of rooms suitable for board meetings for a dozen people, right up to dinners, conferences and receptions accommodating up to 120.

Full room layouts, capacities and rates.

Disclaimer

This newsletter is a compilation of items sent by subscribers or obtained from reliable sources. It is assumed that the information sources are accurate, and neither Editorial Board nor the IOM3 bear responsibility for the accuracy of this newsletter.

“The only thing that stands between you and your dream is the will to try and the belief that it is actually possible.”

- Joel Brown
The following is a selection of recent literature as selected by the editors, incorporated into the titles are hyperlinks to the papers. The editors take no responsibility for the content nor availability of the papers.

- **Structures and Buildings (ICE proceedings)**
  - Mechanical performance of corroded steel bars in concrete
    Jin Xia; Wei-liang Jin; Yu-xi Zhao; Long-yuan Li
    DOI: 10.1680/stbu.11.00048

- **Magazine of Concrete Research**
  - Drying shrinkage cracking characteristics of ultra-high-performance fibre reinforced concrete with expansive and shrinkage reducing agents
    Jung-Jun Park; Doo-Yeol Yoo; Sung-Wook Kim; Young-Soo Yoon
    DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00069
  - Discussion: Analysis of reinforced concrete frames subjected to column loss
    Jinkoo Kim; Jisung Yu; Jun Yu
    DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00171
  - The effect of sand ration on the properties of self-compacting concrete
    Hui Zhao; Wei Sun; Xiaoming Wu; Bo Gao
    DOI: 10.1680/macr.11.00089
  - Effect of nano-calcium carbonate on early-age properties of ultra-high-performance concrete
    Jessica Camiletti; Ahmed M. Soliman; Moncef L. Nehdi
    DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00015
  - Influence of chloride salt type on critical chloride content of reinforcement corrosion in concrete
    Linhua Jiang; Rong Liu; Lili Mo; Jinxia Xu; Hu Yang
    DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00082
  - Quantitative damage evaluation of AAR-affected concrete by DIP technique
    Li Shuguang; Chen Gaixin; Lu Yihui
    DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00092
  - Controlling strength gain and permeability using slag cement
    Neil T. Reed; W. Micah Hale
    DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00100
  - Influence of initial curing temperature on the long-term strength of concrete
    Runxiao Zhang; Nannan Shi; Dahai Huang
    DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00107
Viscosity evaluation of SCC based on flow simulation in the L-box test
Hadi Lashkarbolouk; Mohammad R. Chamani; Amir M. Halabian; Ahmad R. Pishehvar
DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00115

The risk of alkali–silica reaction in concrete made with non-conforming cement
Anthony Jones; Robert Cather
DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00120

Study on compressive strength behaviour of normal concrete and self-compacting concrete subjected to elevated temperatures
D. Rama Seshu; A. Pratusha
DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00108

Effect of side chains on the dispersing properties of polycarboxylate-type superplasticisers in cement systems
Xiongyi Peng; Xia Li; Dongzhi Chen; Deyun Ma
DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00111

Reduction of alkali–silica reaction expansion of mortars by utilisation of pozzolans
H. Süleyman Gökçe; Osman Şimşek; Serdar Korkmaz
DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00118

Correlation between low-order probability distribution functions and percolation of porous concrete
Sang-Yeop Chung; Tong-Seok Han
DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00125

Study on microstructure, rheology and thermal stability of cement epoxy asphalt mortar multiphase materials
Xinglong Fang; Zhiming Chen; Zhen Jiao; Guomin Xiao; Li Shao
DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00128

Typical plastic shrinkage cracking behaviour of concrete
Riaan Combrinck; William Peter Boshoff
DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00139

Mix proportioning of self-compacting normal and high-strength concretes
Rola Deeb; Bhushan Lal Karihaloo
DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00164

Five-phase composite sphere model for chloride diffusivity prediction of recycled aggregate concrete
Jingwei Ying; Jianzhuang Xiao; Luming Shen; Mark A. Bradford
DOI: 10.1680/macr.12.00180

Electrical resistivity monitoring and characterisation of early age concrete
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